eDay LESSON 4-SENIORS
Working Across Generations-Article
Name_______________________________________________________
Class________________________________________________________
OVERVIEW:
This lesson focuses on the reality that our students will graduate and enter a workforce with
members spanning four generations. These generations have very different ways of approaching
work and need to appreciate each other’s strengths and realize how to best work together. By
reading and responding to questions on the article Wisdom of the Ages: How Can Employers
Capture the Skills and Knowledge of Four Generations?, students will be exposed to
generational and learning stereotypes and the various generational approaches to work.
DIRECTIONS:
STEP ONE
As a member of the Millenial generation, you have been shaped by events, by technology, and
by learning that seem commonplace and normal to you. However, when you enter the
workforce, you will work alongside three other generations. How much do you know about
what makes them tick? Take a look at this article and answer the following questions.
Do you agree with the article’s description of your generation? Why or why not?
Think of someone you know from each of the other generations (Generation X, the Baby
Boomers, and the Traditionalists). Do you agree with the article’s description of these
generations? Why or why not?
Why would this information be important and useful in the workplace?
How can you use this information to help you at work?
How might working with people from other generations benefit the overall workplace?
Look at the chart at the top of page 26. Why is it important to know how other people
prefer to learn? Do you agree with the article’s list of learning preferences for each
generation?
Describe a time when you have worked closely with someone who was older than you. Did
you approach the task differently? Was it easy/hard? Did you have any conflicts? If so,
how did you resolve them?
What do you think is a strength of each of the four generations listed in the article?

